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Music
Quick Reference Guide

Central Library
Open Stacks
M2  Music
M2   Collections
M1497 Vocal music

ML5  Literature on music
ML48 Librettos. Texts. Scenarios
ML55 Aspects of the field as a whole
ML55 Collections of essays. Articles
ML79 Literary authors and music
ML100 Dictionaries. Encyclopedias
ML114 Bibliography
ML160 History and criticism
ML160 General works
ML164 By period
ML167 Ancient: Greece & Rome
ML168 By author: Ancient
ML169 By author: Modern
ML197 Modern: 1901 – 2000
ML199 By region or country
ML240 General works
ML390 Biography
ML410 Individual: Composers (A-Z)
ML420 Individual: Performers: Singers (A-Z)
ML423 Individual: Theoreticians. Historians. Critics
ML460 Instruments and instrumental music
ML1420 Vocal music
ML1700 Secular music: Forms & types: Dramatic
ML3470 Popular music
ML3470 General works
ML3534 Types and styles: Rock music: General works
ML3545 Folk, national, and ethnic music
ML3800 Philosophical, societal, physiological aspects. Physics. Acoustics
ML3800 General works
ML3845 Aesthetics
ML3849 Relations between music and other arts
ML3916 Social and political aspects
ML3917 By region or country (A-Z)
ML3918 Forms and types (A-Z)

MT1  Instruction and study
MT5  History
MT6  Music theory
MT92 Analysis and appreciation of music
MT821 Singing and vocal music

For more information visit our website ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask for help at the service desk.